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1. Introduction 
 

Water is vital. In the urbanised western world, where our resources are seemingly unlimited – only 

matter of paid bills – it often seems to be granted. This essential element, particularly the drinking 

water is not an endless resource. It takes ages for the ecosystem to renew, refresh it. Capitals that 

soak up the exponentally increasing population, day to day face the difficulties of water treatment. I 

would like to raise awareness over this matter and invite the citizens, stakeholders, investors to an 

environmentalist way of thinking. The goal is to understand it is our common responsibility to 

manage our modern lifestyle in a manner that fresh water is accessible furthermore for everyone.  

 

This work investigates the possible practical use of Water Sensitive Urban Design in densely built 

urban environments using Budapest downtown as a study area. My focus is to keep the original 

strucures, renovate, innovate and maintain it with adding value. Integrate local communities in the 

merely gentrified context to support local dwellers position creates a narrative about Disneyfication 

and targets a sustainable program. 

 

I have choosen this topic because I am deeply interested in the cultural heritage of Budapest and 

community work. I believe techniques as WSUD holds one of the great answers to serve social 

economical wellbeing, with the ultimate focus on natural environment and sustainable urban life. To 

explore the possibilities of the combination of WSUD and community building in an UNESCO 

world heritage site is a great challenge. With the infrastucture to manage stromwater threats in cities 

becoming increasingly expensive to build or repair, the design community needs to look at 

alternative approaches. (Roehr D., Fassman-Beck Elizabeth, 2015 – Living Roofs in Integrated 

Urban Water Systems). 

Blue Landscape Urbanism & Open Space Aquatecture 

Blue Landscape Urbanism (BLU) is an innitative to combine different methods of designing with 

water in urban areas.  Analyse, plan, apply, integrate technical and non-technical aspects of holistic 

urban water systems. (Roehr – Fassmann-Beck, 2015 – Living Roofs in Integrated Urban Water 

Systems) In this study I am focusing on the historical tenement houses. These object have the 

greatest issues with impervious and green surfaces. All the rooftops and roofterraces are paved as 

well as the courtyards. Applying living roofs, ponds, drain to the urban environment can be 

considered at multiple scales.  
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2. Literature review 

 

In the litreature review I am seeking for evidence to support the idea and give birth to Blue 

Landscape Urbanism. The following topics are studied and brought back in the design section. 

2.1.Water 

 

This essential element, particularly the drinking water, is not an endless resource. It takes ages for 

the ecosystem to renew, refresh it. Capitals that soak up the exponentally increasing population, day 

to day face the difficulties of water treatment. We dont have to be an environmentalists to 

understand it is our responsibility to manage our modern lifestyle in a manner that fresh water is 

accessible furthermore for everyone. It is our challenge.  

Thinking about the waterfootprint in the globalised world we understand that we are interconnected. 

Our consumption patterns have an impact much beyond our local communities.  

Riverbanks, lakes, artificial waterbodies are functioning as central organising force in our built 

environment. In constructed landscapes integrated urban water management (IUWM) is a 

philosophy of varying definitions and interpretations. With the infrastucture to manage stromwater 

threats in cities becoming increasingly expensive to build or repair, the design community needs to 

look at alternative approaches. Within the seven wonders was the Hanging Gardens of Babylon in 

the heart of the first great urban settlement in human history. The remarcable ancestor of todays 

green roofs would not belong to the category of wonders. Today it is a neccessary requirement that 

our constructed facilites and buildings are well accommodated in the environment. (Appl R., Ansel 

W., 2009 – Green Roofs, Bringin Nature Back to Town). Living roofs present an opportunity to 

complement ground level stormwater control measures, contributing to a holistic, integrated, urban 

water management system. (Roehr – Fassmann-Beck, 2015 – Living Roofs in Integrated Urban 

Water Systems,) 

 

2.2. Urban Water Cycle 

 

The hydrologic cycle – water cycle – is a basic natural process that has no exception for cities, they 

operate on global scale in nature. However the process is pretty much the same: condensation, 

precipitation, transportation, and evaporation in a local scale, in urban landscapes we call it the 

Urban Water Cycle. The continuous movement above and below of the surface is effecting our life 

directly. As it is always changing shape between vapor, liquid and tand ice.  
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József Gayer and Ferenc Ligetvari  studies the impacts of urbanization on hidrological porcesses. 

Their diagram shows the relation between social, economical and environmental benefits with 

urban water management in detail. (UNESCO, 1995) 

 

 

Figure 1.0 Social-Economical- Environmental benefits related to water management 

(Redrawn from: Gayer J. - Ligetvári F. - Municiopal Water Management and Rainwater Placement, Page. 63.) 

 

To understand the impact of water use in the city there are different terms to be studied. According 

to Peter Neil, there are three types of water footprints: 

Green water footprint is water from precipitation that is stored in the root zone of the soil and 

evaporated, transpired or incorporated by plants. It is particularly relevant for agricultural, 

horticultural and forestry products. 

Blue water footprint is water that has been sourced from surface or groundwater resources and is 

either evaporated, incorporated into a product or taken from one body of water and returned to 

another, or returned at a different time. Irrigated agriculture, industry and domestic water use can 

each have a blue water footprint. 

Grey water footprint is the amount of fresh water required to assimilate pollutants to meet specific 

water quality standards. The grey water footprint considers point-source pollution discharged to a 
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freshwater resource directly through a pipe or indirectly through runoff or leaching from the soil, 

impervious surfaces, or other diffuse sources. 

2.3. Water Sensitive Urban Design 

 

Traditionally the first settlements found their place near rivers and lakes. Water is basic forming 

force and still it is not part of basic design principals. Waster Sensitive Urban Design is challenging 

this dogma.  

Generally in urban environments the water routes are subsurface with which a great potential is 

missed. To have the water on visible places eg. on the surface of streets. Both the aesthetic and 

environmental benefits can be addressed by connecting the design with water management. WSUD 

studies the demand and supply, waste water, rainfall and runoff, local character, environment and 

community.  

What is water sensitieve urban design? 

Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) integrates urban water cycle management with urban 

planning and design, with the aim of mimicking natural systems to minimise negative impacts on 

the natural water cycle and receiving waterways and bays. It offers an alternative to the traditional 

conveyance approach to stormwater management by acting at the development scale (at the source), 

and thereby reducing the required size of the structural stormwater system. It seeks to minimize 

impervious surfaces, reuse water on site, incorporate retention basins to reduce peak flows, and 

incorporate treatment systems to remove pollutants. WSUD also provides the opportunity to 

achieve multiple benefits though sustainable urban water management. 
1
 

 

There are many different strategies carried out by different research centers regarding WSUD, 

showing different ways of application. As an example municipalities in the UK and Australia have 

advances methods addressing the question. The municipality of Melbourne introduced the following 

applications: 

 

 grassed or landscaped swales 

 infiltration trenches and bio-retention systems (swales, gully baskets) 

 gross pollutant traps, wetlands and sediment ponds 

                                                 
1
 http://citygreen.com/2014/02/11/a-water-sensitive-urban-environment/ - Accessed at 2016 may 

http://citygreen.com/2014/02/11/a-water-sensitive-urban-environment/
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 rainwater tanks – stormwater harvesting and reuse 

 grey water harvesting and reuse 

 rain gardens, rooftop greening and urban forests 

 porous pavements 

 aquifer recharge and reuse 

 

Water sensitive urban design can be applied at every scale, from the design of our home to strategic 

planning of large cities and towns – says the educational video of CIRIA research group. “In a 

simple level instead of letting our water gone from our sinks we can use it to water our gardens or 

flush the toilets, If we used permeable surfaces instead of standard paving and introduce sustainable 

drainage systems we would relieve pressure on sewers, reduce pollution and downstream flooding 

as well as improve urban ecology, cooling, amenity and property value. Installing green roofs 

reduces runoffs and provides urban habitat. Roof water can be directed to a rain garden, retaining 

the rain and let the plants grow. More and healthier street trees will be naturally watered by runoff 

in well-designed tree pits.  

In commercial areas large amounts of rainwater can be harvested from green roofs and carparks, 

naturally filtered and stored to flush toilets, apply carwashes or other industrial processes and keep 

businesses operating despite a hosepipe ban. Even a city environment dominated by paving and 

concrete can be shaped to harvest runoff from paved surface tease and collect waste water from our 

buildings to provide local supplies the recycled water. Prime development land is sought after in 

areas near Stream Rivers and coastlines that may flood. So it is crucial to design new developments 

that can accommodate indirect floodwater using strategic open spaces and corridors to minimize 

damage to valuable infrastructure and homes.” 

“Ecological function is not readily recognizable to those who are not educated to look for it. 

Furthermore, the appearance of any indigenous ecosystems and wildlife habitats violates cultural 

norms for the neat appearance of landscapes. Design can use cultural values and traditions for the 

appearance of landscape to place ecological function in a recognizable context. Nassauer, Joan 

(1995). Messy Ecosystems, Orderly Frames. Landscape Journal, vol. 14, no. 2, pp. 161-170  

 Urban stormwater runoff (or "non-point source pollution") washes chemicals (oil, gasoline, salts, 

etc.) and litter from surfaces such as roadways and parking lots into streams, wetlands, rivers and 

oceans. The more impervious the surface (e.g., concrete, asphalt, rooftops), the more quickly 
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pollutants are washed into our community waterways. Drinking water, aquatic life and the health of 

our entire ecosystem can be adversely effected by this process.  

Trees act as mini-reservoirs, controlling runoff at the source. Trees reduce runoff by: 

- Intercepting and holding rain on leaves, branches and bark 

- Increasing infiltration and storage of rainwater through the tree's root system 

- Reducing soil erosion by slowing rainfall before it strikes the soil 

2.4. Sewage 

 

Urban storm water management is regarded as an environmental and a design problem in many 

cities and is usually considered a technical problem rather than an opportunity, or to do with 

sustainability (e.g. Stahre 2008, Palme 2010, Potter et al. 2011). Urban space is limited and design 

for any type of system other than piped drainage has to be co-ordinated with other interests, such as 

quality of urban space, public access etc. Effective communication between diverse traditions and 

practices in urban planning is one of the major challenges, which also includes the integration of 

different domains of expert knowledge between sectors (Malbert, 2007). 

 

Problems: capacity, aversion, economic aspects, reliabilty, sustainibility. 

A Swedish public investigation (SOU 2007), suggested that the ‘paradigm shift’ needed in 

stormwater management to replace the use of piped systems by alternatives has been in progress for 

some 10–20 years, however, the paradigm shift has actually been going on in Sweden for an even 

longer period- for at least 40 years (Cettner et al. 2012) 

 

2.5. Fountains 

 

During my fieldtrip in Rome I have understood that fountains have a fantastic aspect in community 

building. People enjoy the playfulness of the water. Both the visual and acoustic experience has a 

neutralizing aspect. Imitating waterfalls or the rain, fountains have an instant cooling and 

enteraining effect. Rome is traditionally a great city to visit to study water. Many artist - writers, 

phylosophers, landscape painters and sculputres etc. - keep approaching the topic. One spectacular 

baroque sculptor and archtiect Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s open space fountain sculpture design – eg. 

Fontana di Trevi (completed by Nicola Salvi and Giuseppe Pannini); Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi - 
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attracts thousands of people. In comparison Budapest does not have such grand sculptural treasure 

regarding fountains. In fact they are rare and only typical to major parks. 

 

2.6. Community 

 

Every individual experiences the community differently. Many roles are to be played, many 

characters to be mastered. Residents in larger communities eg. cities, tend to enjoy the invisibility, 

the anonymity. The diverse life without any real social connections. This illusive safety still relies 

on a well operating system, on social sustainability. 

„In dealing with the sense of community we are looking at those factors which affect psychological 

states: how people feel and how they evaluate their feelings, which influence the interaction of us 

all.“ (Sanders T.I., 1975 - The Community, The Ronald Press Company, New York) 

 

 

Figure 2.0.  - The four domains of social sustainability according to the Circles of Sustainability 

approach used by the United Nations – source: www. citiesprogramme.org accessed at 2016.05.12. 
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2.7. Constructed Landscapes 

 

„Building nature into architecture cannot just be a whim of a landscape architect. It always has to be 

a well thought over process, a wilful dialouge between landscape and architecture. It is a manoeuvre 

among st construction , technical and economical obsticles.“ Arfticial Landscape is an engineered, 

constructed system. It must reflect the timescales and physical scales in which they operate, 

social/functional use, intended physical scale and typology.  

Bringing back nature to town became a popular planning. To be a green city is a highly respected 

status. European Green Capital award is one of the motivation tools. A good canditate has a clear 

vision on the following topic areas: 

 

EGCA Topic Areas: 

 

- Mobility 

- Climate Change and Energy Performance 

- Biodiversity and Sustainable Land Use 

- Quality of Air and the Acoustic Environment 

- Waste Management and Circular Economy 

- Water and Wastewater Management 

 

2.8. Aesthetics 

 

„The topic of green roofs is closely connected to „ecological correctness”, and is part of the 

indemnification vocabulary for sins commited in bad consience like landscape consumption and the 

displacement of nature.” (Christian Werhtmann) 

 

How the actuality works here? „The only art that seems appropriate to such an age, to judge from 

recent history of artistic experimentation , is anti-art or minimial art, where minimialism refers not 

just to a particular style  in an endless succession of stlyes but to a widespread convitction that art 

can survive only by a drastic restriction of its field of vision: „the radical restriction of perspective” 

reccomended by authorities on the subject as a survival strategy par excellence.” The minimalist 

aesthetics in the age of exremities lives blossoming life in an unreal environment. Technology is 

more and more part of our everyday life screening an utopistic society.  
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What is the ideal site design of the 21st century? Sustainable, green, blue? One popular theory starts 

off from nature and exposes the false dichotomy between architecture and landscape. Deriving 

design inspiration from nature is working out very well. With todays advanced technology, 

understanding natural structures and systems. This kind of strategies are built to fight against the 

decline of biodiversity, natural resources and to be able to sustain human life. For many years the 

leading design and planning separated natural and built environments, creating isolated living 

spaces. This archetype became a worldwide practice. Polluted, dusty, stressful environments from 

where dwelling places, (suburbia)  natural environments are hours of reach. Car driving population 

spends billions of ours in traffic. Communities seemingly have very little concern for compatibility 

of nature in humans, and appear to be more interested in accommodating vehicles. When looking 

for a way to fill in this gap between manscaping architecure and landscape. To help our society 

ecological, social, economic and aesthetic decay. Many designers turn to biomimicry. 

The idea of biomimicry is to imitate nature, natural processes. The irony is that a sustainable world 

already exists. The answers to our question: how to live sustainably? Is all around us.  

Biomimicry is being embraced by many designers, researchers, environmentalists.  

Many inspiring projects were born on the marque of biomimicry. 

 

Michael Pawlyn is highlighting how natures genius in architecture can help us to be design and 

build. “If we can learn to make things and do things the way nature does, we can save factor 10, 

factor 100 or even factor 1000 savings in resource and energy use.” Pawlyn names three principles:  

Radical increases in resource efficiency. Linear to close loop, Fossil fuel economy to solar 

economy. 

 

2.9. Green Roofs 

 

One of the most common and realistic ways to bring nature back to the cities is exploring surfaces 

that has the potential to be used for extensive or intensive gardening.  

Green Roofs are very good to cool down city temperatures. As well is works as insulator and home 

for urban animals. Also it offers great outdoor alternative for family activities and sport facilities. 

Green roofs serve as a kind of reminder for the environmental change as the windmills. 

 

Roof gardens and green roofs both belong to a type of roof that supports vegetation. Profession 

draws strict line between the two types. Roof gardens are installed to be accessed and enjoyed. 

(Christian Werthmann, Green Roof – A Case Study 2007) 
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 There are many different notions of what is aesthetically acceptable to the surrounding urban 

context and this issue generates a great deal of discussion among desing and municipal review 

panels (Abrams 2009; greenroofs.org 2010). 

 

Looking at the colors and patterns of rooftops in the area we can see all shades of grey, different tile 

types and colors. Even the ceramical, patterny and very colorful roofpatterns are possible to be re-

created with plants. The appearance of vegetation throughout the season needs to be considered for 

visible aeras of living roofs as plants have a continously changing lifestyle. The different states of 

aesthetic appearance (i. e. color of flowers, fruits leaves and stem, plant growth) over the course of 

the changing seasons and years have to be considered by the landscape architect and/or 

horticulturalist when selecting plants.  

2.10. Flora & Fauna 

 

As main body of the natural environment plants play fundamental role in urban ecological system. 

While looking at the plant selection it is very important to avoid invasive plants, find the ones 

which can bare the extreme conditions, still provide beauty, etc. Furthermore it is vital to find a way 

to maintain the deployed organisms. 

One of our best options is to take a short tour in urban ecology and study the needs and the role of 

bumblebees in urban space. 

 

“Nature can be found in unexpected places, even cities. Because they are small and obscure 

residents, bees escape our notice. Yet a closer look for bees in the city enhances our appreciation 

for the beauty, diversity, and significant role of urban nature and reveals their critical function in 

maintaining green city environments through pollination.” Mark L. Winston 

 

Recent times a lot of study has been produced in search of the cause of bee mortality without 

adequate answers. One of the mostly accepted theories is the use of pesticides on arable lands. Since 

agriculture turns into agro-industry the amounts and types of pesticides play more and more 

significant role in the bee-mortality. Since it is not it is not allowed to spray in urban areas bees 

perform much better. They produce better quality honey and live a less stressful life in the city. 

Which is the irony. 

 

In densely built urban settlements the green areas are becoming more and more instinct. As rooftops 
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and urban gardens are becoming a new potential area for bee hives the focus is now on the green 

areas as corridors and source of food for the bumblebee and in specific the honey bee. As city 

farming is exploding, community gardens are popping up everywhere, this could be a great time to 

interact and support this revolution.  

 

In the early years as a landscape architect student my dendrology teacher already pointed out: „If 

you intend to keep up or even run down the architects – who are today taking all the important 

landscape architect jobs – you not just have to know very well all the materials, but you have to 

know and live with the living context, the plants.” To understand the needs of a design one must be 

aware of local conditions as well as to have at least a good selection that can meet the requirements. 

In case of living roofs the focus is even stronger. 

 

To establish solid ground for urban bee habitat the selection of plants should have the quality of 

early pollination and be rich in nectar. Selection of plants also has to focus on pollination. 

Sustainable urban green space managament has to endorse the life of the bumblebees in the city. 

Bee keeper professional Ingelin Sevåg Vestly (group leader of BeeDynamic: Biodynamic 

Beekepers, Norway) underlines that the key to success is to plant local species, avoid poisonous 

plants (eg. Tilia x europaea, or Tilia cordata x platyphyllos) and use species which are early 

pollinators and rich in nectar. 

 

Using the principals I suggest to let natural and native species to be planted to avoid unwanted 

sideeffects – the pollenization in short and long distance can cause that invazive species may set 

root in the neighbouring parks or other green roofs. With an universal selection of native and local 

species the effect can be avoided or at least radically decreased.  A list of very carefully selected 

plants for intensive, half-intensive and extensive green roofs is a fundament  of ecologically 

friendly design. (Collection from Hidy-Gerzson: The Greenroof, 2011.) On the streets and in the 

parks plants should be selected in a manner to discourage the users to enter the vegetaed area. 

The selection of plants in (Poster 10) are focusing on these qualities, as well as they are local 

species. 
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3. Case Studies 

 

„When we try to pick out anything by itself we find that it is bound fast by thousand invisible cords 

that cannot be broken, to everything in the Universe.”– John Muir. 

 

The hereby picked examples are to raise questions and lead to a variety of options to look at when 

approaching the design. The hereby listed examples are focusing on understanding the relationship 

between cnsturcted landscapes, communities, small scale interventions in the context of Water 

Sensitive Urban Design. 

 

In the following case studies I am looking at intergrated urban water systems in different locations 

of big cities worldwide. Using the approach of Daniel Roehr and Elizabeth Fassmann-Beck and 

some of their examples from their book: Living roofs in integrated urban water systems, I am 

looking at the project objective, key living roof and courtyard design features, key community 

benefits and rainwater collection on three different scale: single lot scale, block scale and 

neighbourhood scale. At the selection of examplory projects I was looking for similiarities to 

Budapest on the size of population and urban density.  

 

3.1. Neighborhood Scale 

3.1.1. Copenhagen, DENMARK 

Project: Orestad South 

Built: 2007 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive 

Size: 120 Ha 

Access: Accessible, Open to public 

 

Orestad Developmen Corporation launched an international competition for the design of the urban 

spaces in Orestad Sputh in order to create a vibrant city district with an alive public space. The 

segregated areas were concived as a network of urban voids, which are spread throughout a 

compact urban layout. Two overlapping layers the urban fabric (paving, green media, urban 

elements) and a series of interventions which are situated in key points of public space. The 

interventions are transforming the boulevard and the squares into improvised urban stages. The 
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strategy combines the unique setting with a varied program and activites to pull the are together. 

Further the conventional methods four parameters were considered: 

Activity gradient, citizen interaction dynamics and Adaptabilty over time. Harmonizing high and 

low level activies firstly in the most visited places giving them new identity where it is lacking and 

reinforce the ones that are existing. The main squares and several sports on the parallel boulevards 

are providing a good basis for a vivid network of urban spaces. 

Adapting all the activites with condiering time, accordingly to the weather and daily activites.  

 

Figure 3.1.  Orestad South concept map. Helena Casanova and Jesus Hernandez, Public Space 

Acupunctur, page. 203 
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3.1.2. Lyon, FRANCE 

 

Project: The ‘Berges de Rhône’ (Banks of the Rhône) 

Built: 2007 

Consturction type: River bank development 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive, Experimental, Test 

Size: 10 Ha 

Slope: varies 

Access: Accessible, Open to publiic 

 

IN SITU Architectes Paysagistes are the winner of the competition concerning the LYon river 

bank. From most the European rivers the Rhoene and especially Lyon has mayn similiarites to 

Budapest. The winnre project on landarchs.com:  

"Following a series of consultation, a team comprising landscape architects from IN SITU 

Architectes Paysagistes, the architect Françoise-Hélène Jourda, and lighting designers 

from Coup D’éclat was appointed at the beginning of 2003. The winning design proposed a 

continuous line of public space and nature running between the ‘Tete d’or and Gerland parks." 

The co-operation of the offices was a fruitful process. Starting with involment of residents. 

"A key component of the design process was community consultation, which engaged the local 

community, sought their input and ideas and ensured the expectations of both local residents and 

council were managed to avoid irreconcilable differences from the outset. Construction then began 

in 2005 and was completed in 2007. Once opened to the public, the project was deemed an 

immediate success and is now a key part of the day-to-day lives of Lyon’s residents." 

 

Figure 3.2. - Iluustration material of the winning application by IN SITU Architectes Paysagistes 

Accessed at: http://landarchs.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/The-Lyon-River-Bank-by-IN-SITU-Architectes-Paysagistes4.jpg 

http://www.in-situ.fr/#/accueil
http://www.in-situ.fr/#/accueil
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3.1.3. Portland, USA 

Project: Headwater at Tyron Creek 

Built: 2008 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive, Test/Research? 

Size: 11650 m
2
 

Access: Accessible, Open to public 

 

„Tyron creek headwater development exemplifes a neighbourhood scale projekt that was concieved 

of and successfully executed  as a way to champion LID as both an ecologically and socially 

responsible  design approach.” 

Portland is referred as America’s Ecotopia. With high environmental conciousness within the 

citizens, the design and planning in the city is generally on a great level. Such supportive thinking 

of the municipality allows to try out advanced technologies in eclogical urban design on a big scale. 

 

Role of living roofs and courtyards: 

Green surfaces are but one component in stormwater management. The new natural areas are well 

integrated in the network of boardwalks and interpretative water features. The big scale allowed to 

build up a well functioning artificial landscape. Housing complexes, permable paved parking stalls, 

network of three roads, restored wetland corridor, acre-size raingardens, living roofs of various 

sizes. The seniors home  1300 m2 extensive living roof has direct connection to the people with its 

herb garden. Other,extensive roofs serve rather as technical part of the system. 

 

Community Benefits: 

The quality is rather in the holistic value than individual design interventions. Successful public 

private partnership. 

Both the streets and raingardens maintanence management is organised by corporation.  

 

Main findings: 

Tyron Creek is  a good example of densifying urban context with a use of green media. Keywords: 

Reduced impermeable surfaces, revitalized wetland, multi-family, market-housing. 
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Figure 3.3. Tyron creek - redrawn from Living roof in integrated urban water systems (Roehr- 

Fassmann-Beck) 

3.2. Block Scale 

3.2.1. Berlin, GERMANY 

 

Project: Damlier Chrysler Project, Potsdamer Platz, Berlin, Germany 

Built: 1998 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive, Test, Research 

Project type: Mixed, residential, commercial, recreational 

Size: 17000 m
2
 

Slope: x % 

Access: Accessible, Not Accessible, Open to public, Not open to public 

 

„The world’s first urban project of its kind and scale consisiting of multiple buildings, with multiple 

programs, it remains a leading example of how to achive innovative and environmentally consious 

solutions through highly collarborative design.” (Roehr - Fassmann-Beck, 2015 – Living Roofs in 

Integrated Urban Water Systems) 

 

Role of living roofs and courtyards: 

The structure is built of 19 extensive living roofs and intensive courtyard gardens. The rain water 

catchment areas feed a cistern and an ultraviolet treatment plant. Discharge is used to fill an 

artificial lake. The overflow of the lake goes to a rive spree thrpugh a filtration system of consisting 

of plants and gravel.   

The planning and consultation prcess resulted in a big discussion between professionals involved. 

The most complicated issue was the definition of liabilities and assignments. The roles of structural 
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engineers and landscape architect were both needed to strongly communicate and agree on technical 

details of intensive living rood courtyards. The strics building code of Germany was a very good 

guide in the case, focusing on the provison of social space and possible negative environmental 

impacts of the project. „The policy required that public amenity space with pervious cover be 

provided somewhere within the city in order to offset disruption of the hydrological cycle by any 

constructed impervious cover.” These parks could be playground away from the site in lower 

income and/or socially resource poor neighbourhood, or on the site as vegetated roof. The motive 

behind the regulation is to reduce the demands on municipal water consumption. The solution is to 

feed the artificial lake with recycled rainwater. This way the whole rainwater catchment system 

upgrades the runoff to potable-grade water, ensuring that the water features and irrigation is 

independent of the municipal water supply. (Roehr – Fassmann-Beck, 2015 – Living Roofs in 

Integrated Urban Water Systems) 

Rainwater Collection 

Both the intensive and extensive livign roofs of the project was designed by Krueger and Moehrle, 

Landscape Architects in co-operation with the Tecnical University of Berlin. Since the project was 

started in the 1990s, when SUDS were in their early years without adequate researchable projects 

the project lacked accurate modeling of stormwater run-off. The irrigation demand is undersized to 

runoff. The gap was filled of municipal supply.  

 

Community Benefits: 

The exisitng planning policies encouraged innovative holistic design and strong public and private 

parntership to achive mutual goals. The environmental and technological aspect also serve the 

community. The new contruction provides microclimate cooling and play space for children. There 

was no possibility to create at-grade areas so the courtyards were created above the parking house. 

The intensive living garden is planted with schrubs and trees providing viable natural layer for the 

residents. 

Main findings: 

Innovative technologies in downtown areas with very good communication between developer and 

municipality.  
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Figure 3.4. Potsdamer platz stormwater runoff system diagram - redrawn from: Roehr- Fassmann-

Beck, Living roof in integrated urban water systems, 2015. 

 

3.2.2. Copenhagen, DENMARK 

 

Project: The Mountain Dwellings 

Built: 2008 

Building type: Parking, Private Residceny (80 Apartments) 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive 

Size: 33000 m
2
 

Slope: x % 

Access: Accessible, Not open to public 

 

„How do you combine the splendours of the suburban backyard with the social intensity of urban 

density?” Bjarke Ingels Group is a Denmark based innovative architecture company, renowned for 

its cutting edge urban design. The Mountain Dwellings project is a 2/3 parking and  1/3 living 

program. The parking and the housing blocks were combined into a symbiotic relationship. The 10 

story building located in the outskirt of the capital, consist 80 apartments of which all has direct 

green roof connection, fresh air, sunlight and view. „Suburban living with urban density.  

 

Role of living roofs and courtyards: 

„The roof garden consists of a terrace and a garden with plants changing character according to the 

changing seasons.”   
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Main findings: 

Ecological thinking in residental development plan. 

 

The case study review from article: Appl R., Ansel W., 2009 – Green Roofs, Bringin Nature Back to 

Town, IGRA, Berlin 

 

3.2.3. Rome, ITALY 

Project: Residental housing 

Built: 1930 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive, Test/Research? 

Size: 7600 m
2
 

Slope: x % 

Access: Accessible, Not Accessible, Open to public, Not open to public 

 

The two living roofs and at-grade landscape elements were designed to integrate with the area's 

stormwater management system. Which mitigates runoffs from all of its land-related infrastructure. 

The buildings were erected as workers resicenes after WWII. The setting is very well 

accommodated in the dense urban setting, using on site water retention methods.  

 

Main findings: 

100 year old houses with garden culture 

 

Figure 3.5.  Rome - redrawn from Living roof in integrated urban water systems (Roehr- Fassmann-

Beck, 2015 – Living Roofs in Integrated Urban Water Systems.) Data collected during my stay in  

Rome at Mr. Giulio Conte's (EGCA Expert for Water Consumption) home in the early spring of 

2016. 
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3.3. Single Lot Scale 

3.3.1. Amesterdam, NETHERLAND 

Project: Long term strategies based on short term interventions 

Built: 2007 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive 

Size: Access: Accessible, Open to public 

 

In the book of Helena Casanova and Jesus Hernandez, Public Space Acupuncture  one of the 'Long 

term strategies based on short term interventions' project shows  a great way of thinking about 

vacant lots. In Amesterdam the the programmable public activity highlights three different activites. 

Play, Work, Relax. Interventions associate low activity level with urban gardens. Medium activity 

leves are associated with children's playgroun and excercise areas for elderly. The cultural activity 

areas are equipped with open-air library, classrooms and workshops. "Each tpype of intervention is 

characterized by a different level of citizen participation in its programming an function. Ton 

resindets' needs and the potenatial of each lot." 

 

Photo: Figure 3.6. Orestad South concept map. Helena Casanova and Jesus Hernandez, Public 

Space Acupunctur, 2015, page. 89, 
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3.3.2. Madrid, SPAIN 

Project: Los Docks: Garden on the parking of a housing courtyard 

Built: 1995 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Intensive, Extensive, Test/Research? 

Size: 1700 m
2
 

Slope: 0 % 

Access: Accessible, Open to public 

 

The inner courtyard with plants makes the ground floor premices attractive. An open air leisure 

space for dwellers. The living courtyard is split into 3 section over a subsurface garage is 

technically operating as green roof.  

 

Rainwater Collection 

 

Drainage was resolved with a Green Roof system that simoultaneously allows good drainage yet 

sufficient storage for plant irrigation. This drainage system  lies above a 3 layer waterproof 

asphaltic membrane with 0% slope: water should drain by flooding over the membrane.
2
 

 

Main findings: 

Combination of roof and courtyard in dense urban setting. The courtyard garden is a roof! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Green Roofs Bringing Nature back to town  - IGRA congress 2009 
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3.3.3. Warsaw, POLAND 

 

Project: The UW Library garden 

Built: 1999 

Building type: Public building, Library 

Garden type: Intensive, Test/Research 

Size: 10000 m
2
 

Slope: 2% 

Access: Accessible, Open to Public 

 

The Warsaw University Library operates as a public park. Its community benefits are the relaxation, 

the generous view with many little corners, meeting points. An inspring innovative technology 

Main Findings: 

Public park as rooftop with great catchment area in densley built environment. 

 

Figure 3.7. - Photo copyright: Anna Spysz 
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3.3.4. Washington, DC, USA 

 

Project: The ASLA Green Roof 

Built: 2005 

Building type: Public, Private 

Garden type: Hybrid, Research 

Size: x m
2
 

Slope: x % 

Access: Accessible, Open to public 

 

„The ASLA roof’s real contribution is how its design goes beyond envrionmental performance. It 

was not about developing a generic green roof carpet, it meant to explore the cultural, aesthetic and 

experimental potential of green roof technology in order to transform a roof desert into a pleasent 

and engaging outdoor space that can be accessed and enjoyed on a daily basis” – writes Christian 

Werthmann. 
3
  

The American Society of Landscape Architecture have hired renowned landscape architect firm, 

Michael Van Valkenburg Associates supported by Conservation Design Forum to retrofit their 

Washington, D.C., headquarters. 

 

Main findings: 

 

Hybrid Roof, technical data. The project provides sufficient information to carry out single lot 

porject in designproject. 

 

Case study found in the Christian Werthmann's detailed book: Green Roof - A Case Study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 Christian Werthmann: Green Roof – A Case Study, page 38. 
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4. Methodology 
 

The thesis is design based therefore I had to research the possibilities of such work. How, when and 

why is it possible? I have used different methods to investigate the possibilities. I was looking at the 

study area to see what is happening in Budapest. How, this very hot, overcrowded place can have a 

new identity, gain back something from its pompous 100 year old look while looking forward using 

contemporary urban design methods. I revealed that the are is suffering from bad sewage, 

undermaintaned urban fabric – including heritage protection, low amount of green space, lack of 

local amniety. Looking through different examples I was trying to  Bibliographycal research results 

tell that water senstive urban design is a worldwide growing design practice. More and more cities 

are re-invetint their riverbank, merely favouring the pedestrians, in fact the local dwellers. Streets 

are being more pedestrian friendly as well and in the WSUD principals raingardens take over the 

parking places. Case studies bring in a set of examples of temproary intervetntions. Valuable inputs  

on different scales which can be easily implemented to the design. The social survey (page 48.) 

gave very valuable input to understand how locals use the water resoruce. During the study trip I 

have learned about urban water isntallations in Rome. Vising the sites with sculptor, art-teacher 

Tibor Merencsics was a pleasurous way of exploration. The long conversations about the universe 

were real eye-openers. 

Both the background check, the survey, case studies and literature reasearch gave aplicable 

principals and guidance to the design phase. 

 

Figure 4.1.  – Study trip with art teacher, sculptor Tibor Merencsics in Rome, 2016. Photo copyright 

of author. 
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5. Design 
(Poster 2, Poster 5-10. 

 

The study area: 

 

Located between the Danube River, Szabadság and Erzsébet bridges and Veres Pálné street, the 

dense urban setting is long awaitn for revitalisation. In the past decades the public spaces have lost 

their identity. Using the above mentioned criterias the aim is to refresh the area without harming the 

building code, historical layers and to empower communities who are eager to find their place.  

 

 

Figure 5.1. – Study area with roof surface categories – Map madeby author 

 

 

Showing examples from the subject area, and it's surroundings and compare them to examples of 

other similar cities and sites is a difficult and responsible task. Each area has its unique 

development history. They are representing social, demographic, ecological, economic, political 
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changes as well as different artistic, architectural, technological approach which varies radically 

even in Europe. Budapest has many different architectural qualities. UNESCO protected houses, 

buildings from the Soviet era, modern and contemporary structures together with the parks and very 

different open spaces are creating an eclectic and yet attractive social arena. Three main areas are to 

understand: houses, open space and the river bank. 

Intensive green roofs in Hungary Westend City Center in Budapest. Intensive green roof over a 

shopping mall and a railway station. The railway station is under protection. It was designed by 

Eiffel. In the neighbourhood a new building was raised with a respectful 22,300 m2 open space – 

rooftop garden/park. Bringing the findings from the case studies and literature review the following 

areas are being studied in the design area. 

5.1. Historical Overview 

 

Budapest is a home, working and living space aswell touristic, recreational and cultural center. The 

first great urban structures were built 2000 years ago as the area those times belonged to the Roman 

Empire as Pannonia province. At the time when romans already realized the great potential of water, 

in the river, lakes, and numerous hot springs. They have built many baths alongside the river. The 

city has been many times fought for because of its important geographical and strategical location 

due to the mountains and hydrology. 

 

5.2. Climate 

 

Budapest (Hungary) has a Humid Continental Climate (Dfb), according to the Köppen climate 

classification system, with relatively cold winters and Mediterranean summer. Temperature easily 

raises over 35 celsius degrees. (Appendix 1.1) In the recent years 40-45 Celsius degree is becoming 

more and more common in summer. Mean annual precipitation in Budapest is around 23.5 inches 

(600 mm). (Poster 3) On average, there are 78 days with precipitation and 1988 hours of sunshine 

(of a possible 4383) each year. This period of time can last up to 2-3 weeks until a heavy rain hits 

the city. At the time of heatwave the urban fabric – lack of green and blue surfaces – creates a 

hostile environment. The strong crosswinds just increase the heat-effect.  

 

The sudden heavy showers are common in summer which causes big problems in lower downtown 

areas mostly because of the insufficient sewage system of the city. 
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5.3. Green Areas In Budapest 

 

The total metropolitan are of Budapest is 525 km2. Out of this 83 km2 – 15% - is green surface. 

This is seemingly a great number. However most of the great, unified green areas are on the 

premises of the town. Eg. Farkasreti Cemetary, Same time in the very densely built areas the grey 

surfaces are ruling the outdoors. (Poster 2 .)  

Due to economic reasons, local governments have a tendency to trade green areas (parks, wooded 

areas, forests) as building plots. Some of the municipalities accelerated pace qualify through the 

construction zone with green areas, thus further deteriorating Budapest - beyond the already critical 

situation - the environmental status. 

 

5.4. The Unesco 

 

Budapest is under the heritage protection of UNESCO. The riverbank of the Danube river, the 

Andrassy Avenue, Buda Castle, the View and the World’s largest thermal water cave system 

together are great value of this city. Focusing on built heritage and the riverbank, in the study area 

the following diagram describes the heritage protection setting. This will be later discussed with 

building diagram. ( 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Heritage protection in district V. – Map from Municpality of District V. Budapest, 

Spatial and detail planning department. 

 

Budapest is a central European capital. Becoming number one target for tourism. One of its 
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qualities its architecture. The Art Nouveau, the popular style of the 19
th

  also know as Jugendstil, 

Modernisme and Secession. Some of Hungarys greatest architects desgined buildings in this style. 

From this angle is not that relevant/visible.  

Even though these buildings are remarcable they are incredibly expensive to keep up. Especially 

that they recently became UNESCO world heritage. Like today in Europe everything is becoming 

world heritage so it is getting really hard to do anything. 

 

Many of the roofs in downtown are in very bad condition and unless they are in the hand of 

goverment the dwellers are responsible to keep it up. In the EU regulations and founding system 

there are many possibilities to play this game green.  

The question is usually how to touch it. The city chef architect however is not so conservative, must 

follow some very strict rules. To adapt modern technological development on these roofs and in 

general the roofscapes of the city is mostly hard case scenario. 

 

Looking at case-studies in densely built environment we can see that it is not impossible. 

These buildings in and city blocks have a huge potential. Once infrastructre has been decommision- 

ed we totally know how to reinvent it for cultural purposes. Looking at Szimpla Garden. These 

house was selected to be demolished and for later development. What happened that communities 

moved in started to do urban gardening, concerts, bicycle workshop and market. In some years it 

became the best bar in the world (by Lonely Planet) and now the whole district became a bar region 

-  the party district of Budapest. Again more tourists and a much higher demand than in regular 

dwelling areas. Now it is really hard to get or sell a flat there. Sort of catch 22. It is really expensive 

and same time hard to find people who wants to move in. 

 

 A management requirement is the establishment of an urban conservation and development plan for 

the buffer zone, fully respecting the principal architectural and urban values of each quarter with a 

strict enforcement. In a complementary manner, additional funding (for example tax incentives and 

grants) has to be sought, and in a dynamic manner, private building investment has to be directed to 

rehabilitation operations and restoration rather than demolition and reconstruction. Due to the 

complexity of the property and its context, special attention has to be paid to developing appropriate 

monitoring tools and mechanisms as well as to their proper application. 
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5.5. Building Typology 

 

Quality of old buildings and the overall look of the holistic oldtown area is designed 100 years ago. 

They are mostly brick houses with traditional roofs. The building code of the district allows new 

development with a criteria that the development can not be higher than 18 m – not to peek out 

from the view – and that in case of reconstruction the fasades of the building always have to be kept 

and protected. Installing green roofs, reconstructing the gardens, creating new connections behind 

the facades, add drainage and use other technical improvements is not against the building code and 

does not violate the protected views. Since an extensive roof might be very heavy, it is often 

difficult to combine the existing structure with new technologies. The spacous old houses interior 

room height is usually over 4 meter which allows to dream about on site water cleaning, adding the 

the necessary drainage, detention tanks etc.  To add modern technology to these building is not 

foreign, solar panels and some extensive green roofs already been installed in the area.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. – View from Szabadság brdige 
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The courtyards mean hidden treasures in the area, a great potential to increase green surfaces, create 

public spaces with different interventions. The current situation is devastating. These latent public 

space are in ber bad condition. 

 

Figure 5.4. – Photos from the study area showing the current situation of courtyards. Photo 

copyright:Author 

Figure 5.5. – Photos from the study area showing the current situation of courtyards. Photo 

copyright:Author 
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5.6. River Danube 

How the River Influences the towns? 

 

„Slowly, whispering the river come out clear (from the land), 

It hasty conveys itself in strems; then it flows. 

The Sile holds the water in its hedges, 

From Casacorba it takes the water to the sea. 

In the bights, the river rests a bit, 

In the waterfalls, it breaks out in a sparkling white, 

Then it recovers its way, slow. 

Reflects the riverside and the shady fronds, 

It hosts swans and coots, dragonflies and butterflies. 

On the Alzania, people come and go, 

They stop, watch the swarming life in and on the river: 

Trees, boats and old mills. 

Finally, folks go back on their own steps, contemplating, 

And walking they got fortified.” 

 

Treviso City Council 

 

River Danube is the greatest one in Europe. The water quality is sufficient for bathing however 

there are very few bathing locations in the city and none in downtown. 

 

5.7. Spas 

 

One Hungary’s special geological condition is that the earth peel is very thin. Hot spring and 

thermal water is very common to find. One of the reasons the Romans first colonized the area 

immediately to the west of the River Danube and established their regional capital at Aquincum 

(now part of Óbuda, in northern Budapest) is so that they could utilize and enjoy the thermal 

springs. There are still ruins visible today of the enormous baths that were built during that period. 

The new baths that were constructed during the Turkish period (1541–1686) served both bathing 

and medicinal purposes, and some of these are still in use to this day. Budapest gained its reputation 

as a city of spas in the 1920s, following the first realization of the economic potential of the thermal 

waters in drawing in visitors. Indeed, in 1934 Budapest was officially ranked as a "City of Spas". 
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The spatial distribution of spas in Budapest can be seen Appendix 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. – Spatial distribution of Spas in budapest. Source google maps: accessed at 2016.04.13. 

 

5.8. Sewage 

 

The sewage of Budapest was designed and built in the late 19
th

 century. At that time nobody could 

expect todays 2 million population which is still growing. This growth has a rapid tendency 

especially in the central areas. Year to year some new attraction is being elected the world’s best, by 

various travelling magazines putting the capital on the map. Cheap flights help to improve the 

tourism in the city. Hotels, hostels and Airbnb apartments are everywhere in the city. The old style 

100-400 m2 apartments are divided into garcon flats which makes the numbers even bigger and the 

need of sufficient water drainage system even higher. Helping the grey and black water to be 

separate is an old plan of the municipalities but haven’t managed yet to pull off a sufficient action 

plan. 

 

EWA Spring days 2015 Budapest Water Conference 

 Budapest Central Sewage Treatment plant 

 raised the capacity from 50 to 95% cleaned water. 

 Doesnt solve the problem of the maximum water intake of the sewage only that the water is 

cleaned. Still at time of heavy rains the problem is that sewage water is mixed with ground 

water, cars floating etc. 
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Figure 5.7. – Failing surface drain in Váci street, Budapest. – Photo copyright: Author 

5.9. Demographics 

 

In the study area in the recent years there is a significant drop in the number of dwellers. Figure x – 

from the National Statistics Agency – shows the numbers. However the number of people using the 

facilities, particularly the municipal water and drainage system is increased. Most of the downtown 

apartments are turning into smaller flats, becoming restaurants, bars, rental apartments, hostels, 

Airbnb apartments.  

The big amount of users, the traffic caused by tourism makes the outdoor spaces a stressful 

environment.  

 

 

Figure 5.8. - Populaton density in district V., National Statistic Agency Budapest. 
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5.7 2017 Swimming World Cup 

 

In 2017 Budapest will be the host of the Swimming World Cup. To plan an international 

event is usually a great demand for the host. In the case of Rio Olympics the task was handled in a 

really professional manner. To facilitate such a venue it is typical to re-think the city structure 

according to the needs of the event. In the case of Budapest if the venue is well organized the 

existing commercial and hospitality network is able to hold the event. Despite the professional 

(swimming) infrastructure which is still suffering from the soviet heritage, lack of attention and 

maintenance. However the task is not to revolutionize the background of the sport, rather than to 

think about the image of Budapest how it inherits the changes in urban fabric. In the case of the 

coming summer Olympics the approach of  SWA can be a good example to think about:  

“Create a concept of water that weaves through the design in a grand planning gesture, 

which both defines the World Cup and provides a lasting identity to Budapest. More specifically the 

plan should encompass the ideas of Watersports, Transition, Legacy as an integrated plan that grows 

and matures over time and it is guided by strategies of urban design, sustainabilty and accessibility.“ 

(SWA Rio de Janeiro Olimpic Village Winning Proposal) 

Thinking about Hungary as a nation which gives each year several outsanding athlete who 

perform in water-related sports (waterpolo, swimming, kayak, canoe) on a top level and hosting a 

World Cup one may would expect such approach. Taking the SWA and the much higher scale, the 

olympics as motivation it is a place to re-create a narrative of Budapest as a Water City. 
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5.10. Community 

 

5.10.1. Social Infrastructure 

 

We cant just look at the social infrstructure as economical. In a city it feels natural that we can rely 

on each other, and even we dont think it is. The old infrastructure can be reinvented as culture and 

leisure in the present. (Figure 2.5) 

To do so I have visited the local communities in the study area. From Yoga club to schools and 

elderly peoples's club. 

The elderly people's club of the district count 190 member with the average age of 86. Some of 

them were there when the infrastucture was developed. Many of them are well educated. Doctors, 

engineers, lawyers. Most of them picture the area as it is looing its identity. The riverbank can not 

be accessed for decades, Molnár street turned from a vivid pedestrian open space into three lane car 

park, due to the traffic jam. Váci street due to the great amount of tourists and restorant is another 

grand loss as none of the locals wishes to mingle in between shops and cafe which are not any more 

accommodated for residents.  

As there not many parks or streets the club is organizing trips for the members 4-5 times a year. 

Reaching out to 100-200 kms from the capital. Other ways they are spenidng their time within the 

walls of the clubhouse. Other disturbances for the club are the homeless people, lack of locals, lack 

of young people around. There are houses where is only one lady is left alone living there. Aged 87.  

The club has a very good relation with the government. "We get anything we ask for. We are so 

happy here and everything goes very well. We are the best elderly club in Middle-Europe. We figure 

it out." As I was talking to the members they all were a little bit determent about the massive change 

in the district. They would like to go out walking the dog, sitting in a nice park or even playing 

volleyball, petanque or pinpong.  

Within the younger active groups the Urban Yoga club counts the greatest numbers. Some of their 

events are visited by hundreds of people. Although these numbers are not only arriving from the 

district - or the study area -  they are resided here and always looking for a place where they don't 

have to travel and can practice together. The wishes here are simple. Clean open sppace for the 

warmer and dry days and possibility of inside excersising. They are sometimes squatting in the 

abandoned buildings which is entertainin temprorary situation. They also would liek to move 

forward. 

Smaller communities can be found here and there. Urban sketching group, dancers, and mayn other 

activities.  As I was looking for them I understood that they do not want to be seen in all cases. The 
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most sensitive group of people were the individual middle aged women who are secretly cultivating 

vegetables on the rooftops. "There was no-one on that roof for the past 50 years." Says the janitor, 

while the key of the roof terrace is hanging in her hand and the smell of the freshly watered plants 

are filling the house in the hot summer day.  

I understood that there are many groups who are looking for possibilities and the little they have are 

really insisting to. 

5.10.2. Space for interaction and learning 

 

Working in participative theater and youth centers, designing kindergardens I had to encounter 

sensory design. It made me understand the importance of  built environment as a work-tool for non-

formal education. The concept of informal education being developed after understanding that only 

standard education methods can not facilitate the learning processes in the modern society. The 

spontaneous process can work regardless the age group with a great general impact. It works 

through conversations, activities, exploration, observation. As Jan Gehl formulates the idea: „We 

create our environment and our environment re-creates us.“ Following this logic there are a number 

of topics that can be integrated to the informal education by stepping over theory and actually 

creating it. Progamming topics as urban water cycle, invisible water, waterfootprint.  

5.10.3. Community Gardens, Urban Gardening 

 

Similarly to major German cities the urban farming started off in the late 2000 in Budapest. These 

initiatives are unfortunately seem to live through short periods of time since the investment plan 

shows great difference. Hotels and parking houses taking over very often these “vacant” lots. 

5.10.4. Examples 

 

In the case of Budapest there are many fantastic examples that have shaped the city and put 

the Hungarian capital on top 3 tourist target location of Europe – Ranked by Lonely Planet “the 

travelers Golden rulebook”, electing A38 the best venue of the world, Szimpla Kert the best bar of 

the world. Besides the hall of fame there is a lot to catch up with. The citizens claimed the streets 

back from the cars in the early 2000 and started annual event of Critical Mass. Cultural heritage 

protection has its own special urban event, Budapest 100. The oldest houses of Budapest at the 

time were opened for anybody to cross. Not just for residents. With the world wars, the satellite-

communist time and the brain drain, this opened society and opened door policy faded and today it 
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is a great and unique event when people can peek in to these sacred community spaces.  

Each of these success stories are started from a small group, on local community level which 

later with the years became a movement and then award winner example. Other common pillars that 

all of them aimed towards a peaceful revolution, to reach higher standards for everyday user, to 

show an example, offer alternative solution. They all were independent initiatives.  

By looking through these success stories I am thingkin which way the local communities 

could be supported. 

5.10.4.1. Critical Mass Budapest 
 

The Goals of CM Budapest 

Much like in other parts of the world, the goals of Critical Mass Budapest are to raise awareness on 

the benefits of bicycling and other alternative means of transportation, to assert cyclists right to the 

road, and to celebrate cycling in general.  

Alternative Transportation 

Critical Mass Budapest is a mass demonstration aimed at bringing the public's attention to the crisis 

caused by motor vehicles, e.g. traffic jams and environmental pollution. It promotes the bicycle as a 

healthy, fast, cheap and environmentally friendly alternative mode of transport. The organisers of 

this event would like to encourage the local population to use their bicycles for transportation 

whenever possible, and not just for recreation or sports.  

Lobbying and Advocacy 

Critical Mass Budapest is also meant to influence decision makers and city planners toward creating 

more bicycle paths, designing better and safer bicycle lanes, and providing facilities for bicycle 

storage and transport. These are meant to result in reduced smog and traffic, thereby improving the 

quality of life in the city.  

Independent, Non-affiliated 

Critical Mass is completely independent of any political parties, organisations or movements. It is 

not a registered organisation, but rather an "organised coincidence" (as it is often called in other 

places).  

Peaceful 
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While offering an opportunity for cyclists to make a statement, socialise, and celebrate cycling, 

Critical Mass is non-confrontational toward motorists and attempts to minimize the level of 

inconvenience of the rides cause for all those who are not involved: pedestrians, public 

transportation, and individual drivers.  

The Origin of Critical Mass and the Story Behind the Name 

Critical Mass originated in 1992 in San Francisco and quickly spread to many other cities. Its name 

comes from Ted White's 1992 documentary film Return of the Scorcher. The film covers a typical 

scene in China, where cyclists need to congregate in large and dense groups - a critical mass - to be 

able to cross certain high-volume streets where there are no traffic lights. For more info please visit: 

http://critical-mass.info/origin.html) 

 

5.10.4.2. Szimpla Garden (Szimpla Kert) 
 

“Everybody wants to build, but nobody wants to do maintenance” 

Brief history 

Szimpla Kert story started off with a common development plan. A house in downtown due to low 

maintenance was obliged to be taken down, and only possible development plan of the municipality 

was to build a hotel. It would involve the complete destruction of a 100 year old house. In 14. 

Kazincy street a group of community activists, started to act against the plan and moved their 

already operating community events to the property. Accidentaly creating a movement which is 

today called Ruin Bars of Budapest. With catchy tunes on www. treksavvy.com: 

“It all started out as an art project, when people decided to turn rundown apartments into bars by 

trowing in some old furniture and a beer tap. With time this concept grew and morphed into a 

distinct image and feel.” 

The Goals of Szimpla  

Szimpla is operating in order to uncover the possibilities to finance market-based film culture, to 

survive seemingly hopeless constructions, to bring a working balanced cuisine, high-quality live 

concerts, film screenings, organise theater events, that sort of thing. The answer so far: YES! The 

first and original Szimpla Garden opened a new chapter in urban culture. Surfing on the waves of 

popularity and success the group of Szimpla opened it’s Kaffe in Berlin, a little limonade stall and 

http://www.tedwhitegreenlight.com/scorcher.htm
http://critical-mass.info/origin.html
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hostel around Lake Balaton and co-operated in opening other ruin-pubs. 

Beyond and beneath the popular bar model Szimpla is a postmodern house of culture, where culture 

and creativy is in a constant motion. 

 

5.10.4.3. Budapest Zoo Biodome 

 

The renewing of the Budapest City Park (Városliget) is a very controversial topic. The dicussion 

over what to do with the historical garden in the mostly grey capital caused a heated situation. Old 

trees being cut down, new buildings are getting built here. Sustainability on the maximum naturally. 

In some cases the new building are so futuristic and therefore foreign to Budapest that the 

architecture business lobby and the politics can hardly take the continous contra actions of the 

conservative protesting citizens. One the most significant competition took place here for the new 

Zoo. The Biodome is a fantastic contemporary architectural piece. Fully engaged in sustainability. 

The artifical mountain is a great example of biomimicry. The public hates it or love it. Any ways 

todays centralized thinking government is passing through this project. Here the modern technology 

overwon the rules of cultural heritage protection.  

 

5.11. Social  Survey 

 

The following survey questions were created based on the www.watercalculator.org online 

waterfootpirnt calculator. In the summer of 2016 I have reached 176 people to answer the questions 

about their everyday waterconsuption. 10 people average Q/A virtual water use was calulated by  

driven km by week, state/renewable electricity use, recycled trash and cans, second hand donation 

and shopping, eating habits, costs of pets per home, environmetnal awareness. 

 

Highlighted questions of the survey: 

 

Average Q/A on Direct water use 

 

How long is the average shower in your household? 11-15 minutes 

Do you have low-flow shower heads? Some 

Do you take baths? If so, how often? 9/week 
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How long do you leave your bathroom faucets running each day? 5-10 min 

Do your bathroom sinks have low-flow faucets? some 

Do you flush the toilets full tank? Yes 

Do you have low-flow toilets? No 

How long do you leave the kitchen faucet running each day? 21-45 min 

Does your kitchen sink have a low-flow faucet? no 

How do you wash your dishes? own hands 5 load / week, water/ energy efficient dishwasher: 1/ 

day, Old school doshwasher: 1/day 

In the case of laundry both old school washing machine, energy efficient washing machine, hand 

wash and laundry service counted 

Do you have a greywater system installed in your home? No 

Do you water a lawn or garden? No 

Do you have a rainbarrel? No 

Do you have a swimming poo? No 

Do you have a car? 45% yes 

Cars being washed as self service or drive through: 1020 liter per day 

 

the result if the short survey shown the water footprint of 10 people 8320 l/day. 

 

Comparing the data with the research carried out for the Hungarian Ministry of Environment and 

Water Management by József Gayer and Ferenc Ligetvari the data is accurate. (Municiopal Water 

Management and Rainwater Placement, Page. 69.) Assumptions (educated guess) shows - no 

delicate water use analisys was carried out for the thesis on the subject area - that the reduction with 

the applied technologies is at about 37%. 

 

5.12.Flora & Fauna 

 

The quality of outdoor surroundings mean very much for our wellbeing. To be in connection 

with natural elements every day has great effect on human psychology. The polluted river and the 

dense urban fabric cannot offer much natural resource. Riverbanks of Danube both the east and 

west side are used for transport forming a north-south highway therefore the riverbank is ruled by 

impervious pavement and it is inaccessible for pedestrians. In fact, just to try to access the water is 

very dangerous, unpleasant. Other natural waterbodies are far out from the city and many times 

disturbed as well. This situation is recognized by the municipality of Budapest and there have been 
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many attempts to resolve the issue. Creating a dialogue about the living nature is a good possibility 

to raise awareness over environmental issues, re-introduce indigenous species. 

5.12. Concept 

 

„Urban compactness as opposed to territorial dispersion. Building on what has already been built 

is better than expansion and urban enlargement. Recovering the testimonies of the historical and 

functional dialectic. Flexibility and the capacity for transformazion. Restoration reconstruction, 

reuse, rehabilitation, renovation. Do it yourself, recycling provisionality , sustainabilty. Against 

zoning and in favor of multi-functionality: Architecture for compactness and urban continuity.” 

Oriol Bohigas -  Urban form, another principal actor 

 

In  he design phase I am focusing on the  integration of water sensitive urban design in a historical 

setting of Budapest. Understanding the introduced situtation and learning from examples we see 

that the green areas need improvement, the UNESCO houses a better care, the demand on 

municipal sewage system needs to be eased. The potential in local communities must be recognized. 

Their involvement in local planning to the detail level should be fundamental part of the design 

process. Keeping in mind the words of Oriol Borgas on a holistic level, works of Hundertwasser 

and Yona Friedmann on unique solutions I will look into the following principals in three 

categories. 

Buildings, courtyards and roof terraces: 

Exploring possible WSUD installments on an exisiting historical building’s roof, terraces, courtyard 

and basement. 

Rainwater harvesting and reuse with integrated green roofs, terraces and green courtyards 

(raingardens) 

Storm water reuse in buildings: 

- Toilet flushing 

- Garden irrigation 

- Washing machines 

- Hot water systems. 
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-  

- Figure 5.9. – Design concept of swales, surface drainage and green space 

arrangement

 

- Figure 5.10. – Design concept of swales, surface drainage and green space arrangement 
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Streetscape and parks: 

Exploring possible WSUD installments on the streets of Budapest historical district. Open closed 

and creating new alleys, offering extra square meters of shared space. Drastically reducing parking 

lots, creating new subsurface parking, 

Placement of typical technical solutions: roadside swale, bioretention swale, permable pavement, 

garden bed, tree pit, tree trench, kerb inlet. 

 
Figure 5.11- Street view with bioretnetion basin and tree pit allee - Illustration of the author 
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Riverbank (End of pipe): 

Exploring possible WSUD solutions on historical riverbank site of Budapest at Belgrád dam.  

Studying the setting of subsurface garage and subsurface traffic. 

Creating a public park with native species, (species identical to study area top re-urban 

development) 

Shared space principals are to explore in the current "hostile for pedestrian" area. Vehicles are 

rushing through four lanes on Belgrad Wharf. (Poster 5). 

 

Figure 5.12. – Hedosnisitic view of an ideal riverbank in Budapest - Illustration of the author 

 

Approach – Hunderstwasser skins and Hidy diagram 

 

PRINCIPALS: 

- Protecting the river, create social amenity. 

- Improvement and Protection. 

- Protecting and improving the water quality of water draining from urban environments into 
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creeks, rivers and wetlands; Integrating stormwater treatment into the landscape. 

- Natural boardwalks and interpretative water features. 

- Courtyards as on-site detention 

- Local soils that mimic former riverbank conditions placed on the roof. 

- In the dense living quarters among Vaci street in Budapest, roof account more than one-third to 

the total outdoor space available. In this affluent neighbourhood, almost every building has 

some kind of roof terrace. Page 22. ASLA ROOF. 

- Study area is 0.224 square km with a very high rate of 87% solid pavement the runoff 

calculation shows 131,4 m3 runoff daily.  

- Water footprint based on data collected by short survey which I carried completed in the 

summer season and in the winter. I have used the average sum of each category. I have got 

answer from 231 people in the summer and 142 in the winter season. 

 

 

TIMELINE of development show non areal  

Strategy Phases Relating Actors Involved, Type and Location of Interventions and CITIZEN 

PARTICIPATION. 

Positioning of Main Interventions by phases: 

 

Phase 1: Advertisement in the city 

 

Introducing the program and it's principals through a wide range of media. Co-operating with active 

experienced community builders.  

 

Phase 2: – Educational program in empty buildings  

 

The Contemporay Architecture Centre in Budapest has developed an interactive map listing the 

abandoned building in the capital. In the study area there are 5 abadnonded buildings with no clear 

vision. What is going to happen in the future is up to the handful of people who are still active in the 

area. Open sessions, interactive programs are already taking place in the empty rooms of the objects 

trying to connect the space and the residents. 

 

Phase 3: – A set of interventions   
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- on the riverbank, courtyards, vacant lots. Bringing together high and low level activity areas in the 

hot spots and several locations on the parallel boulevards. Riverbank, Belgrád Wharf, Molnár street 

and Váci street. As a base layer for the physical internverions in public space main focus is on 

sustainabilty (Figure 2.5), permable and impermable surfaces, green areas. Based on waht the locals 

desire 20 different interventions are planned (igure 7.8.3). Using the South Eastern Councils WSUD 

guidelines the program should include: 

 

Safety in Design 

 

- Site access for contructionand maintance 

- Safety considerations during construction 

- Public access 

- Batters and requirements for open water 

- Battes for maintanance 

- Risks of using recycled water 

- Flood depths and velocities 

- Locations of existing surfaces 

 

Landscape and planting 

 

- WSUD asset type and treatment requirements 

- Local environment and native vegetation 

- Requirements for erosion control 

- Vegetation that can be easily maintained 

 

Layers:  

 

1. Subsurface contruction, Surface drainage, Swales, Retention areas, Ultra violet treatment plants 

2. Paving, planting trees, installing urban elements 

3. Series of interventions. Locating different programs  in key points of urban space. Several 

squares, courtyards, roof terraces play a significant role connected by 3 boulevards and new 

alleeways. 

 

(Poster 1-10. In Appendix)
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6. Discussion 

 

My goal with this research was to learn about ecological design by exploring possible physical 

applications of water sensitive urban design principles, to understand which of the applications 

would have the potential to be install after a future in-depth research, what kind of effect would the 

presence of WSUD technology cause in the aesthetics of historically protected downtown area of 

Budapest and to understand possible impact on communities. 

 

So close to River Danube the dwellers merely have possibility to access the water and/or water 

related environmental benefits. The exploration of the of the WSUD techniques throught the design 

project challenges this situation by rising the qualities of the densely built urban space, offering the 

possibility for local dwellers to enjoy nature in their living area by creating a better relation between 

natural and urban environment. The proposed solutions offer a simple way for sustainable and 

easily managable basis for comfortable city life. The reintroduced flora in between the houses and 

on the riverbank which invites fauna (birds, insects) to the site. 

 

The significance of cultral heritage and the building code which was developed according to it does 

not interfere with the added technology in the human scale. The visibility of the rooftop gardens 

only make difference from distant viewpoint and doesnt change the general perspective.  

 

This kind of ecological planning should be a common practice in cities. It is possible to apply the 

WSUD technology with reasonable cost. The outcome of such investment is high value. 

This narrative based on foreign projects should stand as an example for the goverment to step out 

from the conventional city planning methods. Learning from already exisitng projects in other cities  

which provide sufficient information government and  field professionals are able to create a 

dialouge with local communities and engage in cooperation.  

 

In every area both the ecological, social, economical and environmental aspects point to unique 

issues and unique solutions. The originiality of the project lies in the context of Budapest.  This way 

the project is both an ecological and social project. Revitalized environment can be only a decision 

of the local community. From the very first steps of the design phase – laying out principals – local 

dwellers have to be involved. Recreating recreation. Makig public space full with life. Bringing in 

green context to human scale and bring in human to the ecological scale. The main idea is that they 

are both present.  

Water sensitive urban design in the case of Budapest holds a great potentioal to revitalize both the 
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environment and social amniety.  

 

Looking at the social impact the demographical changes assumed to be positive. As well as the 

Critical Mass or the other examples the innitative is focusing on saving the courtyards. The study 

shows that where communities are present the gardens and the sorroundings are very well kept. In 

the study area the courtyards are abandoned – appendix: site photos. 

Since the real estate prices are high up in the sky, coushsurfing turned to airbnb the marketed 

housing is hard to work with.  

As the gentrified area can get a new face there is a possibility for social economical wellbeing 

which can effect the locals. Also there is a risk that as every undergroud fenomenon becomes 

mainstream – it can happen in the case of WSUD. Then we are left alone with a fancy ecologically 

well planned central but still the communities are missing out the opportunity. 

 

The aim of combining so many different layers, history, demographics, climate, green public spaces 

made the analysis difficult as well as they were important to consider in such area. The choosen 

scale would require a team of professionals with the focus of different practices like  UNESCO 

heritage protection, water sensitive urban design principals, urban ecology, constructed lanscapes, 

biomimicy or urban acupuncture. 

 

 

 

The findings shows much greater possibilities than the currently proposed improvement can cover, 

field researchers should study further on the site or the capital in full scale. Researchers should 

identify related issues in the field of urban planning as mobility, air quality, waste management and 

so on. An experimental approach should be carried out to test other type of strategies. Taking the 

encourage example of Melbourne (AUS) the co-operation of great amount of different professions 

co-operation can lead to such practice with opened source materials. Technologies that  eWATER 

has to offer are the the right way to go on. The uniqe setting of Australia made the people to think 

clearly about they environment and to develope a reproductable toolkit to follow.  

 

“The point is, we don’t know what works, where, or why. The only way to find out is to test these 

models—not just before their initial success but afterward, and constantly.”  
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7. Conclusion 

 

On fundation level the incipient projecting and planning process must focus on the 

importance of maintanance legacy and define effectively the consultant responsibilities on post-

production. 

Design intentions for rooftop and courtyard accessibility in the planning phase must be 

communicated to the building owner/future building management and calculated in the risk 

management of the building’s operations. (Roehr – Fassmann-Beck, 2015 – Living Roofs in 

Integrated Urban Water Systems.)  

Clean water access is a fundamental human right. The question of it’s quality and it’s role in 

the city context is a fastly developing research area. This study provided evidence that the new 

technical solutions introduced can bring a great improvement to the site, when the foundation level 

both projecting and planning is able to focus on maintanance legacy. In particular the restoration of 

natural media brings balance both in environmental and social aspects without causing any harm. 

By looking for selecton of plants - for the rooftop gardens, courtyard and riverside - gave an 

interesting result. Many less attractive plants - especially the Sedum family in extensive gardens - 

are very useful as they are early pollinators. Looking at a broader selection in further development 

is desireable. Re-assessment of the natural medium based on observation during maintanance in the 

first few years is fundamental to improve the natural medium. Antoher interesting aesthetical aspect 

of the plants in the collection Laszló Gerzson – speciallz selected for roof design – that the colors of 

the plants are either in the pink-violet or yellow spectrum. 

Blue Landscape Urrbanism studies very different aspect of urban life. It resolves problem of 

the built environment which is not well accomodating human life, deals with the areas car 

problemsesearch problem, proposes opportunities for communities in green space, which partly 

answer for the problems of the very heated summers. It succeeds to connect social life with urban 

green development by seeking solutions for the failing sewage system. With water sensitive urban 

design the historcial context of the area has a possible longer lifetime by regulating flooding and 

groundwater. The feasible deign prpoposal if will happen must a olitical deicision. Private investors 

(Real estae, Hospitality, Bank sector), local groups of communities are more than opened for co-

operation, Unesco heritage is being better protected. Since there are so many aspects and the scale is 

very big it needs a great level of co-operation on many levels which is the greatest challenge to face 

in case of realizing the project. Also thenecessity and the benefits are so great that it would worth to 

find a great projectmanager and sufficient funds with experienced professionals to realize it. 
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8. Summary 
 

Observing people in the city - what are they doing, why are they doing it, when and where are 

they doing? - is a great researh tool for a landscape architect. Social interaction in a densely built 

environment is a fascinating study in a psychological point of view as well. As our cities tend to 

grow - many times in radical ways - the increased numbers of population density and other 

measures bring an ultimate demand on our envrionment and resources. To secure and maintain 

social life in these pulsating, fizzy places there have been many studies carried out. Methods of 

David Lynch, Jan Gehl or the great pioneers of urban utopia Yona Friedmann, Le Corbusier, 

Hundertwasser have foreseen the changes we experience today, creating a fundament for todays 

professionals. Recent research gave new methods and design princiapals.  

Water sensitive urban design, (WSUD) is a strong pillar of ecological design, integrating the 

essential element in urban environment. Re-inventing the water cycle in the city makes it to be it’s 

own kind of biomimicry. Beyond its technical and ecological qualities - reduced water pollution, 

decreased flood risk, greater security of water supply, improved environmental health, decreased 

urban heat island effect – it helps to bring together different professions and communities to connect 

with water. This way it is a great option as a non-formal education tool working towards social 

sustainability. In the case of  Budapest, a historically re-known „water city”, the fundaments of 

WSUD town are given yet not explored. The structures of society in this capital is, especially in the 

central areas are going through a fast transformation. Properties are merely used as permanent 

dwelling places. Due to gentrification residential use being pressed out from the area, restaurants, 

bars, hotels and other services occupy the streets and buildings. Disneyficiation accompanies the 

process and together it creates much higher demand on the municipial water system and in general 

on the use of outdoor space. The controversial condition - descreasing population density and 

increased number of temporary residents and tourists – is even more unbarable in the warm season. 

Long periods of heated summers bring both 40+ celsius degrees and heavy showers. While the 

businesses are growing and permanent dwellers are leaving the place, the doors of fantastic 

courtyards are getting locked down, and these sacred urban places more and more becoming secret 

and soon instinct. 

Blue Landscape Urbanism is addressing these problems by offering an initiative to create a 

toolkit which can be applied in different locations of downtown, as well as in other dense urban 

context, potentially in other major cities which struggle from similiar conditions. 
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9. Kokkuvõtte 

 

Jälgides inimesi linnas - mida nad teevad, miks , millal ja kus nad seda teevad? See on 

kasulik töö võte teaduses maastikuarhitektile. Sotsiaalne suhtlemine on tihedalt hoonestatud 

keskkonnas põnev ka psühholoogilisest seisukohast. Kuna meie linnad kipuvad kasvama mõneti 

radikaalsetes mõõdetes - suurenenud populatsiooniga ja tihedalt asutatud -  muud meetmed toovad 

ülima väljakutse meie keskkonnale ja resurssidele. Et kindlustada ja säilitada sotsiaalset elu nendes 

pulseerivates,  melukates kohtades on viidud läbi palju uuringuid. David Lynchi, Jan Gehli või 

teiste suurte linna utoopia pioneeride meetmed ja võtted on loodud tugeva vundamendi tänapäeva 

spetsialistidele. Linnautopisti Yona Friedmanni, Le Corbusieri, Hundertwasseri kogemused olid 

ettenägelikud tänapäeva suhtes. Hiljutised uuringud on andnud maastiku arhitektuurile uusi 

meetodeid ja disaini printsiipe. 

Veetundlik linna ehituse disain (WSUD) on tugev sammas ökoloogilise disainile, mis 

hõlmavad olulist osa linna keskkonnas. Leiutades linnale uue veeringluse tähendab linnale 

omamoodi bioloogilist mimikrid. Veemajanduse tehnilised ja ökoloogilise ülesanded - vähendada 

vee reostust, vähendada üleujutus ohtu, tagada suurem turvalisus veevarustuse osas. Parema 

keskkonna tervise vähenes linnades kasvuhoone gaaside tõttu - see aitab kokku tuua erinevate 

ametite esindajaid ja kogukondi, et neid ühendada veega. Nii on suurepärane võimalus mitte-

formaalse hariduse näitajana,  töötada sotsiaase jätkusuutlikuse nimel.  

Budapesti näitel, ajaloolise nimega  "Vee Linn", vundamentaalne WSUD pealinn -  on 

printsiibid jagatud aga ei ole praktikas. Selle pealinna ühiskonna struktuurid, eriti kesklinna 

piirkonnas, on läbimas kiiret ümberkujundamist. Need omadused on lihtsalt kasutatavad 

alalisteks elukohtadeks. Tänu kesklinna kodutarbijale, kes on välja surutud kesklinna aladelt -  

restoranid, baarid, hotellid ja muud teenused - hõivavad tänavaid ja hooneid.  

Disneyfikatsioon kaasab protsessi, mis üheskoos WSUDga tekitab palju 

suurema nõudluse munitsipaalveesüsteemidele ja üleeüldisele kasutamisele 

väliruumides. Vastuoluline seisund - väheneva rahvastiku tihedusega - ajutiste elanike arvu 

suurenemine ning turistid - on talumatu soojal perioodil. Pikad kuumaperioodid suvel võivad tuua 

nii 40+ Celsiusega kraadid ja raske hoovihma. Kuigi ettevõtted kasvavad ja püsiv elanikkond 

lahkub oma elukohtadest - uksed fantastilistesse hoovidesse saavad lukustatud - ja need Püha Linna 

kohad üha enam on muutumas saladuseks ning varsti väljasurnuks. 
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Blue Landscape Urbanism tegeleb nende probleemidega, pakkudes algatust luua 

tööriistakomplekt, mida saab rakendada erinevates kohtades kesklinna. Samuti teistes tihetades 

linnakeskkondades, potentsiaalselt ka teistes suuremates linnades, mis kannatavad samadel 

tingimustel. 
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